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Variation in the French suffix –esque 

Due Friday, Nov. 20, 2012 to my mailbox in Campbell 3125 by 4 PM 

 

This problem is based on Plénat 1997, with additional data from Wiktionnaire 

(fr.wiktionary.org/wiki/-esque) and Sajous & Tanguy 2006. You’re free to consult those sources 

if you really want to, but I don’t think it will help. 

 

The French suffix –esque forms adjectives from nouns, much like its English correspondent. But 

some interesting phonological changes can results. 
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Part I: Develop an OT analysis of the basic pattern 

Here are some ordinary examples of the suffix. You’ll notice, for the few words where the 

surface form of the noun is different from the underlying form, that sometimes an underlying 

vowel and following nasal coda consonant combine to form a nasal vowel—but sometimes they 

don’t (Clinton). You don’t have to account for this.  

 

underlying form 
of noun1 

surface form of 
noun, if different 
from underlying 

surface form of 
adjective  

gloss (just the 

French spelling) 

tyb  tybεsk tube 

katak	mb katak	�b katak	�bεsk catacombe 

ʃtrumf  ʃtrumfεsk schtroumpf 

pryd	m  pryd	mεsk Prudhomme 

sizif  sizifεsk Sisyphe 

plantigrad plãti�rad plãti�radεsk plantigrade 

klint	n  klint	nεsk Clinton 

ali�at	r  ali�at	rεsk alligator 

sant	r sãt	r sãt	rεsk centaur 

animal  animalεsk animal 

brynεl  brynεlεsk Brunel 

karnaval  karnavalεsk carnaval 

katedral  katedralεsk cathédrale 

karava�  karava�εsk Caravage 

                                                 
1
 For convenience I’m using “r” for the French rhotic consonant, which is typically a uvular fricative or approximant. 
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klεrdəlyn  klεrdəlynεsk clair de lune 

arist	fan  arist	fanεsk Aristophane 

barsəl	n  barsəl	nεsk Barcelone 

danbr	n  danbr	nεsk Dan Brown 

klun  klunεsk clown 

 

These examples show that even when the VN sequence that can change to a nasalized vowel is 

final, nothing much happens in the –esque form: 

 

aʃiltal	n aʃiltal	� aʃiltal	nεsk Achille Talon 

ak	rde	n ak	rde	� ak	rde	nεsk accordéon 

babuin babuε� babubinεsk babouin 

lapin lapε� lapinεsk lapin 

kaiman kaimã kaimanεsk caïman 

kamele	n kamele	� kamele	nεsk chaméléon 

kamj	n kamj	� kamj	nεsk camion 

ʃampi�	n ʃãpi�	� ʃãpi�	nεsk champignon 

ʃarlatan ʃarlatã ʃarlatanεsk charlatan 

tʃjoran tʃjorã tʃoranεsk Cioran 

dant	n dãt	� dãt	nεsk Danton 

 

One more thing you don’t have to analyze: sometimes an underlying consonant deletes when 

word-final. But it doesn’t affect the –esque form. 

 

fra�onard fra�onar fra�onardεsk Fragonard 

kanard kanar kanardεsk canard 

koʃmard koʃmar koʃmardεsk chauchemar 

ʃarlot ʃarlo ʃarlotεsk Charlot 

dykrot dykro dykrotεsk Ducrot 

s	ldat s	lda s	ldatεsk soldat 

abrakadabrant abrakadabrã abrakadabrãtεsk abracadabrant 

elefant elefã elefãtεsk éléphant 

pedant pedã pedãtεsk pédant 

 

Now the fun begins. Here are some words ending in sibilants (deleting word finally and non-

deleting), arranged by syllable count (in leftmost column). These words show two different 

behaviors. Develop an analysis of which words do what. 

 

1 r	s  r	sεsk rosse 
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1 buz  buzεsk bouse 

1 fars  farsεsk farce 

1 dœz dœ dœzεsk (Louis) II 

2 fidjas  fidjεsk Phidias 

2 �ijuz �iju �ijεsk Guilloux 

2 marεz marε marεsk marais 

3 bymamys  bymamεsk bumammus 

3 servantεs sεrvãtes servãtεsk Cervantes 

3 klit	ris  klit	rεsk clitoris 

3 k	sinys  k	sinεsk Cosinus 

3 djafwarys  diafwarεsk Diafoirus 

3 myljebris  myliebrεsk muliébris 

3 klap	tis klap	ti klapotεsk clapotesque 

3 �avanεz �avanε �avanεsk javanesque 

3 sis�urnez si�urne si�urnεsk six journées 

4 seεnεrεs  seεnεrεsk CNRS 

4 øpalinos  øpalinεsk Eupalinos 

4 faraminœz faraminœ faraminεsk faraminesque 

4 �alimatias �alimatia �alimatiεsk galimatiesque 

4 libidinœz libidinœ libidinεsk libidinesque 

5 �yljenas  �yljenεsk juliénas 

5 mefist	felεs  mefist	felεsk Méphistophélès 

5 jœvuzεkompriz jœvuzεkõpri jœvuzεkõprεsk je vous ai compris 

 

Here are some words that end with a velar stop, again arranged by syllable count. They show a 

new type of candidate. They also show variation. Pretend that all of the velar-final words can 

show the same set of variants (even though that’s not what the data say), and determine what are 

the conflicting constraints that need to be variably ranked: 

1 �a�  �a�εsk, �a�εst gag 

1 laŋ�  laŋ�εsk, laŋ�εst Lang 

1 mark  markεst Marc 

1 bla�  bla�εst blague 

1 bl	�  bl	�εsk, bl	�εsk blog 

2 ma�ik  ma�ikεsk magique 

2 petrark  petrarkεsk Pétrarque 

2 pipik  pipikεsk Pipik 

4 krεmlinolo�  krεmlinolεsk kremlinologue 

4 panε�irik  panε�irεsk panégyrique 
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Here are some nouns that end in vowels; they show variation. Pretend that all these words can 

show the same variants, and identify the conflicting constraints whose ranking must be variable: 

�oja  �ojεsk, �ojatεsk Goya 

zola  zolatεsk Zola 

kaka  kakatεsk caca 

nana  nanεsk nana 

k	ma  k	matεsk coma 

ferja  ferjatεsk féria 

�ar�ant&a �ar�ãt&a �ar�ãt&εsk Gargantua 

�evara  �evarεsk Guevara 

alibaba  alibabεsk, alibabaεsk Ali Baba 

ajat	la  ajat	lεsk ayatollah 

imalaja  imalajεsk Himalaya 

pasilina  pasilinεsk Paasilinna 

bede  bedeεsk BD 

k	kto  k	ktεsk, k	ktoεsk Cocteau 

t	ro  t	rεsk taureau 

gogo  gogotεsk gogo 

ulipo  ulipεsk Oulipo 

bi�	rno  bi�	rnεsk bigorneau 

�	bino  �	binεsk Gobineau 

bεrni  bεrniεsk, bεrnεsk Berni 

myrfi  myrfiεsk Murphy 

barbari  barbarεsk barbarie 

ʃəvalri  ʃəvalrεsk chevalerie 

k	smati  k	smatεsk Cosmati 

polini  polinεsk Pollini 

sarkozi  sarkoziεsk Sarkozy 

fεlini  fεlinεsk, fεliniεsk Fellini 

kali�ari  kali�arεsk Caligari 

ʃony  ʃonyεsk Chaunu 

staty  statyεsk statue 

yby  ybyεsk Ubu 

pjupju  pjupjεsk, pjupjutεsk pioupiou 

vodu  voduεsk vaudoue 

m	butu  m	butεsk Mobutu 
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Part II: Modeling the variation 

 

Plénat reports that the rates of the three variants in vowel-final words depend on the quality of 

the vowel and the number of syllables in the noun form. Here is a simplified version of his table, 

counting how many examples he found of each type: 

 

example   /i/ /y/ /u/ /e,ɛɛɛɛ,ə/ /o/ /a/ 

nanεsk 2 sylls delete V 3 0 1 3 7 5 

pjupjutεsk  insert C 1 0 1 0 2 8 

voduεsk  normal 10 3 3 1 4 0 

m	butεsk 3 sylls delete V 15 0 2 7 26 27 

?  insert C 0 0 0 0 2 2 

fεliniεsk  normal 8 1 3 0 1 0 

pasilinεsk 4 sylls delete V 12 1 0 7 13 16 

none  insert C 0 0 0 0 0 0 

alibabaεsk  normal 1 2 0 0 0 0
2
 

 

Inspect the table to understand the trends and think about what constraints you might need to 

capture them. 

 

Open the OTSoft input file 01FrenchVariation.txt (download from course web page). You’ll see 

that it already has inputs (including one imaginary one, /faramino/) and output candidates for all 

the crucial cases. In the third column is the frequency of each output, which I estimated from 

Plénat’s data. Add the constraints that you’ve devised, and how many times each is violated. 

 

Feel free to add more examples and/or more candidates, if your analysis calls for them. 

 

Run the GLA and take a look at your results. See if you can get a better match to the input 

frequency by increasing the number of iterations. 

 

Then run MaxEnt and do the same. 

 

Try changing your constraint set if you’re not getting at least the trends in the data—it’s OK if 

not all the numbers match exactly though. 

Part III: Comparing GLA and MaxEnt 

Run the GLA again, with your final constraint set. You will notice that in the folder where you 

saved 01VariationFrench.txt, OTSoft has created a folder called FilesFor01VariationFrench.txt. 

In that folder is now a file 01VariationFrenchDraftOutput.txt that contains your GLA results. 

Open that file (with Notepad or whatever): 

 

                                                 
2
 How can there be a zero when we have the example [alibabaεsk]? Because that example doesn’t come from 

Plénat’s paper. 
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You’re going to create a plot showing how well the frequencies given to the GLA in the input 

file match the frequencies generated by the grammar it learned. These numbers are in columns 

side by side in your results file.  

 

 
 

To start plotting the correlation, open the file that OTSoft produced called 

01VariationFrenchTabbedOutput.txt in MS Excel, OpenOffice Calc, or any other spreadsheet 

program. Now the numbers you want are here and here: 

 

 

Your numbers 

may be 

different from 

mine! 
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To make the plot, select the numbers in columns H and I, then, depending on your software, do 

something like Insert>Chart. You may have to fiddle a bit (come see me for help!), but you want 

a picture like this: 

0
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0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

0,9

1

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1

 
 

To get a numerical measure of the correlation, use Excel’s CORREL() function. For the numbers 

that went into the plot above, the result is 0.978 (that’s pretty good—the highest possible is 1). 

 

Now do the same for the MaxEnt grammar. Save your TabbedOutput file under a different name, 

because it will get overwritten next time you run OTSoft. Run OTSoft again, this time using 

Maximum Entropy. When you open the TabbedOutput.txt file, this time the numbers of interest 

will be here and here: 

 
Once again, make a plot of these two columns, and check the correlation. 
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What your write-up should include 

• An analysis of the data in Part I (which may have changed after you did parts II and III). 

Include suitable examples and tableaux, and make clear which constraints must be variably 

ranked and why. 

• A discussion of how well the GLA and MaxEnt did at matching the data. Include a 

scatterplot for each of the two models (like the one illustrated above) and report the 

correlation results. Are there items that both models do badly on? If so, discuss why that 

might be (e.g., there doesn’t seem to be any high-ranked constraint favoring the more-

common output). Are there items that just one model does badly on?  

o Correlation coefficient is a rather crude measure of how close the match was. If you’d 

like to try some additional measure(s) and know how, feel free. 
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